Question 03: No. sheep in Oz (in millions)
Question 04: Age of Bob Menzies at death
Question 07: Aboriginal & Torres Str. resident popn. June 2016
Question 08: No. registered deaths in Australia in 2015
Question 09: Highest recorded atmospheric temp. (°C)
Question 10: Total length of public roads in Australia (km)
Correct answers

2. Number of convicts to arrive with first fleet  696
3. Total number of sheep in Australia (in millions)  100
4. Age at death of Bob Menzies  84
5. Shortest reign of an Australian PM  7 days
6. Volume of Sydney Harbour (in km³)  0.56
7. Total Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander population resident in Australia in June 2016  667,000
8. Number of registered deaths in Australia in 2015  159,100
9. Highest atmospheric temperature ever recorded on surface of Earth (in °C)  56.7
10. Total length of public roads in Australia (in km)  823,000